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NOHO HISTORIC DISTRICT BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION
The NoHo Historic District consists of the property bounded by a line beginning at the
northeast corner of West Houston Street and Mercer Street, extending northerly along the
eastern curbline of Mercer Street, easterly along the southern curbline of Waverly Place,
easterly across Broadway to a point at the eastern curbline of Broadway, northerly along the
eastern curbline of Broadway, easterly along the southern curbline of East 9th Street (a/k/a
Wanamaker Place), southerly along the western curbline of Fourth Avenue, westerly along
the northern curbline of East 8th Street to a point on a line extending northerly from the
western curbline of Lafayette Street, southerly along said line across East 8th Street,
southerly along the western curbline of Lafayette Street to a point on a line extending
westerly from the northern property line of 439-441 Lafayette Street, easterly along said line
across Lafayette Street, easterly along the northern property line of 439-441 Lafayette Street,
easterly along the northern property line of 56-62 Cooper Square, easterly to the western
curbline of Cooper Square, southerly along the western curbline of Cooper Square, westerly
along a line extending easterly from the southern property line of 16-26 Cooper Square,
westerly along the southern property line of 16-26 Cooper Square, westerly across Stable
Court (a/k/a Alley), southerly along part of the eastern property line of 403-407 Lafayette
Street, westerly along part of the southern property line of 403-407 Lafayette Street,
southerly along the eastern property lines of 401 Lafayette Street and 393-399 Lafayette
Street (a/k/a 21-23 East 4th Street), southerly across East 4th Street, southerly along the
eastern building line of 383-389 Lafayette Street (a/k/a 22-26 East 4th Street), southerly
along the eastern property line of 381 Lafayette Street, westerly along the southern property
line of 381 Lafayette Street, westerly across Lafayette Street to a point on the western
curbline of Lafayette Street, southerly along the western curbline of Lafayette Street,
westerly along the northern curbline of East Houston Street, westerly across Crosby Street to
a point at the northwest corner of East Houston Street and Crosby Street, northerly along the
western curbline of Crosby Street, westerly along a line extending easterly from the southern
property line of 620 Broadway (a/k/a 154 Crosby Street), westerly along said property line,
westerly to a point on the eastern curbline of Broadway, southerly along the eastern curbline
of Broadway to a point at the northeast corner of East Houston Street and Broadway,
westerly across Broadway, westerly along the northern curbline of West Houston Street to
the point of beginning, Manhattan.
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TESTIMONY AT THE PUBLIC HEARING
On April 13, 1999, the Landmarks Preservation Commission held a public hearing on
the proposed designation of the NoHo Historic District (Item No. 1). Twenty four people
spoke in favor of the designation, includingrepresentativesof Council Member Kathryn E.
Freed, State Senator Thomas K. Duane, State Assembly Member Deborah J. Glick,
Manhattan Borough President C. Virginia Fields, the NoHo NY Business Improvement
District, the NoHo Neighborhood Association, the Friends of NoHo Architecture, New York
University, the Historic Districts Council, the New York Landmarks Conservancy, the
Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation, the Friends of Cast Iron Architecture,
the Municipal Arts Society, and the Merchants House Museum. The owner of one property
opposed its inclusion within the district's boundaries. The hearing was continued to May 4,
1999 (Item No. 3). Both hearings were duly advertised in accordance with the provisions of
the law. At the continued hearing, eight people spoke in favor of the designation, including a
representative of Cooper Union. Several of the speakers testifying in support of the district at
the public hearing and the continued hearing also expressed interest in a larger designation
effort in the NoHo area. The Commission has received letters expressing support for this
designation, several of which also expressed interest in a larger designation effort in the
NoHo area.
SUMMARY
The NoHo Historic District, which is comprised of approximately 125 buildings,
represents the period of New York City's commercial history from the early 1850s to the
1910s, when this section prospered as one of its major retail and wholesale dry goods
centers. Acclaimed architects were commissioned to design ornate store and loft buildings in
popular architectural styles, providing a rich fabric against which shoppers promenaded,
looked at display windows, and bought goods, and merchants sold products. The district also
contains early-nineteenth century houses, nineteenth- and twentieth-century institutional
buildings, turn-of-the-century office buildings, as well as modest twentieth-century
commercial structures, all of which testify to each successive phase in the development of the
historic district. Today, the effect is of powerful and unifying streetscapes of marble, castiron, limestone, brick, and terra-cotta facades.
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INTRODUCTION
The NoHo Historic District, with a name derived from "NOrth of HOuston Street,"
extends north from Houston Street to East 9th Street, and east from Broadway and Mercer
Street to Lafayette Street and the west side of Cooper Square. Artists began occupying the
area's loft buildings in the 1970s and 1980s and the name "NoHo" came into use to
distinguish it from SoHo, the adjacent neighborhood to its south. Previously, NoHo, SoHo,
and the eastern part of Tribeca were known collectively as the "warehouse district."
Broadway, which traverses the NoHo Historic District from south to north, historically
defined the area's architectural character and served as the impetus for the development of its
surrounding streets. Houston Street, which was widened in 1920, divides NoHo from the
SoHo neighborhood to the south. The NoHo Historic District's approximately 125 buildings
represent the period of New York City's commercial history from the early 1850s to the
1910s, when this area prospered as one of its major retail and wholesale dry goods centers.
Merchants and developers commissioned builders and architects acclaimed for their
commercial designs, to produce store and loft buildings that were lavish enough to impress
customers and tenants yet practical enough to enable easy handling of goods. Elaborate
ornament and a variety of materials provided a rich built fabric against which shoppers
promenaded, looked at window displays, and bought goods, and merchants sold products.
These buildings, giving the historic district its predominant character, range in size from four
to twelve stories, and are from twenty-five to over seventy-five feet wide. Typically, the
facades feature cast-iron or stone storefronts supporting stone, brick, cast-iron, or terra-cotta
walls, pierced by regularly-placed window openings and crowned by metal cornices. The
earliest store and loft buildings resemble the Italianate style exterior of the influential A.T.
Stewart Store, while the later buildings display a wide variety of then-popular architectural
styles, such as neo-Grec, Romanesque, Renaissance, Queen Anne, neo-Classical, and
Colonial Revival. The historic district also contains early-nineteenth-century houses of
varying integrity, nineteenth- and twentieth-century institutional buildings, tum-of-the-century
office buildings, as well as more modest twentieth-century commercial structures, all of
which testify to each successive phase in the development of the historic district. The NoHo
Historic District remains remarkably intact, providing an invaluable view of the development
of commercial architecture in New York City.
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THE HISTORICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE NOHO
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Early History and Development
The area of the NoHo Historic District was once farmland belonging to many of New
York's prominent early families, including the Bayards, Herrings, Bleeckers, Peros, and
Randalls. It occupies a low ridge rising from south to north that was known as Sandy Hill.
At the time of the Revolutionary War, several roads traversed the area, including the
Bowery, Astor Place (originally Art Street), Broadway (originally Middle Road), and a farm
lane near the present day Great Jones Street.1 Most of the remaining streets in the area, such
as Bond Street, Great Jones Street, 4th Street, Mercer Street, and Crosby Street, had been
opened by the early nineteenth century.2 The Commissioners' Plan of 1811 was
superimposed over and incorporated most of these streets; however, East 5th, 6th, and 7th
Streets were never opened between Broadway and the Bowery. In 1820, Broadway was
extended north from Astor Place. Shinbone Alley, also called Jones Alley, runs parallel to
Broadway from south of East 4th Street for two-and-a-half blocks, then turns east across
Lafayette Street and south to Bleecker Street near Mott Street. This narrow lane originally
provided access to the stables behind the houses on Broadway, Bond Street, and Bleecker
Street.
By the first decade of the nineteenth century, a few houses had been built along the
then existing streets, with the greatest concentration standing on the west side of Broadway
between Bleecker Street and Astor Place. Some of these were farmhouses; others were grand
houses on estates, including those belonging to Robert Thompson, Peter Hatrick, Leonard
Bleecker, John De Peyster, William Thomas, William H. Robinson, Jacob Sperry, William
Neilson and Robert Richard Randall. Upon his death in 1801, Randall, who had made a
fortune in the maritime industry, left twenty acres of land east of Fifth Avenue and north of
Astor Place for the creation of Sailors' Snug Harbor, a home for retired sailors. However,
his relatives contested the will and by the time the claims were settled in 1830, the land was
too valuable to be used as a retreat. Instead, the trustees of Sailors' Snug Harbor divided the
land into income-producing leaseholds and purchased a site on Staten Island for the home,

'The Bowery was originally an Indian trail leading from the tip of lower Manhattan to
Harlem; Astor Place was a road leading from the Bowery to Greenwich Village; Broadway
was a colonial road leading from the Battery and terminating at Astor Place; and the farm
lane led west from the Bowery to an area at present-day Varick and Charlton Streets, then
called Richmond Hill.
References for the specific dates pertaining to the opening, grading, etc., of the
area's streets are listed in Minutes of the Common Council of the Gty of New York, 17841831, 'Analytical Index (New York: The City of New York, 1930).
5

which opened the following year.3 In 1803, fur trader and real-estate baron John Jacob Astor
acquired a large tract of land between Great Jones Street and Art Street (now Astor Place)
from Jacob Sperry. He leased the property to a Frenchman named Delacroix who opened
Vauxhall Gardens, which offered concerts, fireworks, and pastoral relief from the city. This
amenity attracted the rich, and they constructed splendid new homes in the area. By 1820,
the area had become a full-fledged suburb populated by many of New York's leading
citizens.
Urbanization Begins: The Federal and Greek Revival Period
From the 1820s to the 1840s, the area around Broadway between Houston Street and
Astor Place developed as a fashionable residential district lined with lavish Federal and
Greek Revival style residences. Property values across the city and in this area began to rise
in the 1820s, driven in part by the opening of the Erie Canal connecting the Great Lakes
with the Hudson River and the subsequent increase in commerce in the northeast, particularly
in New York City. In 1826, Astor closed Vauxhall Gardens and began selling off the land
for development. A wide street, named Lafayette Place, was laid out through its center.
Astor sold building lots along the street for as much as $30,000 each.4 Notable families that
moved to Lafayette Place included the Delanos, the Peter Coopers, the William Cullen
Bryants, the William B. Astors, and the Schermerhorns.
In the 1830s, public transportation to the lower Manhattan business district, heretofore
limited to stagecoaches, was greatly improved with the introduction of the New York and
Harlem Railroad's horse-drawn streetcars on rails along the Bowery. Additional residences
were built and the NoHo area became the city's most fashionable address, drawing more
prominent citizens to its environs, including Samuel Ward, David Prall, Cornelius Van
Schaack Roosevelt, and Mayor Philip Hone. Several Federal and Greek Revival style
buildings survive in the historic district. The earliest extant house is the James Roosevelt
House, 58 Bleecker Street at Crosby Street. Built c. 1822-23, this three-and-a-half story
residence features such Federal-style characteristics as Flemish bond brick, decorative
brownstone window lintels, a pitched roof, and gabled dormers. It is representative of the
type of town house built for New York City's elite families during this period. The original
stoop and entry way leading to the parlor floor were removed later in the nineteenth century.
A notable feature of the Roosevelt House site is the extant, though altered, two-story rear
carriage house (c. 1825-27) facing Crosby Street. An extant row of Greek Revival style
residences is La Grange Terrace, also known as Colonnade Row, at 428 to 434 Lafayette
Street, which at the time was one of the city's most desired addresses. The houses provided
some of the grandest dwellings in New York and were occupied by the city's leading
families. Built in 1832-33, four of the houses (designated NYC Landmarks) survive from an
3

Portions of Sailors' Snug Harbor are designated NYC Landmarks.
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Terry Miller, Greenwich Village and How it Got That Way (New York: Crown
Publishers, Inc., 1990), 80.
6

original row of nine marble-fronted residences, unified by a Corinthian colonnade.
The historic district's other surviving early-hiheteenth-century houses have been, by
and large, altered over time. The Federal houses at 2, 4 and 6 Bond Street and the Greek
Revival style residences at 3 and 5 Great Jones Street were raised in height and given
Italianate-style ornament in the 1860s. By the early twentieth century, as a result of the
growing commercialization of the area, all of these buildings had storefronts inserted into
their lower stories. These storefronts, spanning the width of the facades, required the
removal of the original stoops and entryways and the reconstruction of the lower portions of
the facades.5 While these storefronts had little stylistic relationship to the upper stories, some
have survived as intact units, such as that at 2 Bond Street. These altered Federal and Greek
Revival style houses remain identifiable as such due to their overall proportions, fenestration
pattern, and detailing, including Flemish bond brick and carved brownstone lintels. Other
early-nineteenth-century houses, however, such as 732 and 680 Broadway, as well as 381
and 416 Lafayette Street, were given completely new facades in later architectural styles.
Those at 415 Lafayette Street and 8 West 4th Street were altered gradually over time with
the addition of storefronts and stories and the removal of cornices and other ornament; they
show scant evidence of their early-nineteenth:century origins. The final phase of residential
development in mid-nineteenth-century NoHo is represented by a group of buildings on the
Bowery between East 4th Street and Astor Place that were built c.1850 as a row of as
transitional Greek Revival/Italianate-style houses facing present-day Cooper Square.6 Of those
that survive, 52 and 54 Cooper Square have been completely stripped, and 38-50 Cooper
Square were joined internally in the early twentieth century and given a new unified brick
facade around 1960. By the time this final row of nineteenth-century houses was erected,
however, the neighborhood was already in transition from a private residential enclave to a
mixed-use neighborhood.
The Development of Social and Cultural Institutions
Churches, schools, and libraries came to the neighborhood, especially along
Broadway and Lafayette Place, at an increasing pace during the 1830s and 1840s. These
institutions changed the scale and the style of the neighborhood, constructing larger buildings
in the eclectic forms of the period. The first church to locate in the neighborhood was St.
Thomas's Episcopal at the northwest corner of Broadway and Houston Street in 1823. It was
later joined by several others, such as the Church of the Messiah (1839) at 724 Broadway,
the Primitive Christian Congregation (1843) at 639 Broadway, Hope Chapel (1850) at 718
Broadway, the Collegiate Middle Church at the northwest corner of Lafayette Place and East
4th Street, and Grace Episcopal Church (1843-46), 800-804 Broadway, just north of the
5

The storefronts of two of these, 2 Bond Street, and 3 Great Jones Street, wrap
around the corner onto their Shinbone Alley elevations.
6

This section of the Bowery/Fourth Avenue was renamed Cooper Square in the late
nineteenth century after the Cooper Union Institute, which also faces the square.
7

historic district. Of these, only Grace Church still stands; it is a designated NYC Landmark.
New York University was founded in 1831 in nearby Washington Square as the University of
the City of New York. Although its original building is long gone, the university maintains a
strong presence in the neighborhood.7 The earliest wing of the Astor Library, the forerunner
of the New York Public Library and a designated NYC Landmark, was built with a bequest
from John Jacob Astor in 1849-53 on Lafayette Place. The building, which appears to be a
single unified structure, was actually erected in three campaigns, each with a different
architect of record. The German-bom and trained architect Alexander Saeltzer established the
building's form with his use of the of the German round-arched style, or Rundbogenstil, with
its roots in Northern Italian Romanesque design.8 Cooper Union's Italianate style,
brownstone-faced building, a designated NYC Landmark located near the district on Cooper
Square, was constructed in 1853-59 from designs by Frederick A. Peterson. Other
institutions that had located in the area by the early 1850s were the Stuyvesant Institute, The
New-York Historical Society, and the National Academy of Design; none of these remain in
the neighborhood.
The northward push of commerce along the spine of Broadway reached beyond
Houston Street in 1847 with the opening of the New York Hotel on Broadway between
Washington Place and Waverly Place. It was followed by the Astor Place Opera House9 in
1849 and Tripler's Music Hall in 1850 on Broadway near Third Street. By the time of the
Civil War, Broadway above Houston Street, Astor Place and Lafayette Place had become the
city's entertainment district as additional hotels, theaters, and music halls, along with
restaurants and clubs, opened. Pfaff's, a basement beer hall located at 653 Broadway,10
opened in 1855 and soon became the gathering place of America's early Bohemians.11
7

Over the years, the university expanded significantly in the area, constructing many
new buildings in the area and converting others to educational use.
8

The original section of the library is to the south. Griffith Thomas was the architect
of the 1856-59 expansion, now the center part of the building, and Thomas Stent of the
1879-81 addition at the northern end of the facade. The Astor Library, 423-437 Lafayette
Street, is a designated NYC Landmark.
9

Astor Place, in front of the opera house, was the scene of a notorious riot in 1849
that began as a feud between two Shakespearian actors. The opera house closed in 1850 and
the Mercantile Library took over the building soon thereafter, renaming it Clinton Hall. In
1890-92, the Clinton Hall Association replaced the opera house building with a new library
and office building. Miller, 82-84.
10

The building in which Pfaff's was located was replaced with the present building in
the 1880s.
"The term "Bohemian" was coined in France to describe the poor and rootless artists
and thinkers who gathered in the side streets of Paris in the 1840s.
8

Included among them were the writer and poet Walt Whitman and Atlantic Monthly editors
Thomas Bailey Aldrich and William Dean Howells. The first American counterculture
publication, The New York Saturday Press, was founded by Pfaff s patron Henry Clapp in
1858. The "Queens of Bohemia" - writer and poet Ada Clare and actress Adah Isaacs
Menken - frequented Pfaff s, which was almost exclusively a male environment.12 The
Philharmonic Society, the Winter Garden Theater, the Jenny Lind Concert Hall, the La
Farge House Hotel, and the Astor Place Hotel all came to the neighborhood the 1850s and
early 1860s. Most of these buildings replaced early-nineteenth-century houses. These
buildings themselves were short-lived; all were subsequently replaced by mercantile
buildings.
The Store and Loft Building Type in the NoHo Historic District"
By the early 1850s, shops opened that catered to the wealthy clientele who lived
nearby or frequented the area's theaters, hotels, and restaurants. These businesses, mainly
dry goods, fancy goods and specialty shops, at first leased space in existing early-nineteenthcentury houses, whose owners had converted the lower floors to shops, often by installing
ground-level storefronts. The upper floors of these converted houses were either used by the
shopkeepers for storage and other purposes, or were maintained by the owners as rental
apartments or rooms. Eventually, these old dwellings were either replaced by or rebuilt as
exclusively commercial buildings, called stores and lofts, which were either leased in their
entirety to single businesses or by floor to separate tenants.
Store and loft buildings originated in the early nineteenth century as merchants and
real estate speculators began to build structures in Manhattan specifically to satisfy the
commercial needs of the growing city, which was then developing into the country's major
port and trading center. This growth followed a northward pattern, with commercial
development pushing up Broadway, supplanting prime residential areas which were
reestablished farther to the north. This growth accelerated in the 1850s. By this time,

12

There they socialized with other "Pfaffians" - smoking, drinking, and conversing
with the men at a time when it was improper and unheard of for respectable women to
engage in such behavior.
13

This portion of the essay is adapted from Betsy Bradley's discussion in LPC,
Tribeca West Historic District Designation Report (New York, 1991), 20-23. Her sources
are: Dictionary of the English Language (London, 1863); William Dwight Whitney, The
Century Dictionary (New York, 1911); Russell Sturgis, A Dictionary of Architecture and
Building, vol. 3 (1902; rep. Detroit, 1966); Annual Report of the Superintendent of Buildings
(New York, 1867), 290, 295; and New York City Building Codes: 1862, Chapter 356 of the
Laws of New York; 1866, Chapter 873 of the Laws of New York. See also: Annual Report
(1865), 151-152, 177-178; (1866), 210; (1867), 274-275.
9

Manhattan's spreading dry goods14 district was approaching the section of Broadway north of
Houston Street. Broadway was redeveloped first, followed at a slower pace by its
surrounding streets, which remained residential in character for a longer time.
Store and loft buildings and warehouses15 are the most common building types found
in the present-day NoHo Historic District, accounting for over fifty-five percent of the
building stock.16 The homogeneity of the building type bestows a particular distinctiveness to
parts of the historic district, especially along Broadway. City building codes regulated the
size of these buildings and the construction methods employed. This control addressed fears,
expressed in the Annual Report of the Superintendent of Buildings of 1865, for example, that
unregulated building additions and increasing loads of merchandise and other heavy materials
14

The term "dry goods" refers to fabrics and related items, usually used in the
manufacture of clothing. For information of the development of the dry goods industry in
New York City, see Margaret M.M. Pickart's discussion of the subject in LPC, Tribeca
East Historic District Designation Report (New York, 1992), 11-17. Her sources are: Daniel
J. Boorstin, The Americans - The Democratic Experience (New York, 1974), 91-100; John
W. Kennion, The Architects' and Builders' Guide (New York, 1868), 32; LPC, Sun Building
Designation Report (New York, 1986), prepared by James Dillon; "Mercantile Palaces of
New York," Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper, June 20, 1857, p. 38; Annual Report of the
Superintendent of Buildings (New York, 1863), 50; Sheldon's City Offices and Jobbing Trade
(New York, 1895); and Harry Resseguie, "A.T. Stewart's Marble Palace ~ The Cradle of
the Department Store," New- York Historical Society Quarterly, 43 (1964), 131-162.
15

A specialized form of the store and loft type, warehouses were constructed in the
traditions of the store and loft building in regard to program, size, and architectural treatment
throughout most of the nineteenth century. The larger-scale, general use warehouse does not
emerge as a specialized building type until the last quarter of the nineteenth century.
16

These buildings are called "store and loft" buildings, after terms whose meanings
have changed over time. In the mid-nineteenth century the verb "to store" had basically the
same meaning as it has today, while the noun "store" was a collective term for a quantity of
items stored or moved together. By later in that century, the words store and storehouse were
commonly used for a place where goods were held for future use. Store had come also to
mean a place where merchandise was sold and this term began to denote the buildings then
being constructed for this specific use. During the nineteenth century, the word "loft,"
previously meaning an unfinished upper story where work such as sailmaking was done,
took on the definition of an upper story of a warehouse, a commercial building, or factory,
as well as a partial upper area, such as a hay loft. Loft floors were used for a variety of
purposes including storage, light manufacturing, showrooms, and offices. In addition, it was
fairly typical for a building that was constructed for one purpose, such as storage, to have
been occupied partially or totally by a different use, such as manufacturing or offices, within
a few years of its completion. Such was the versatility of the large, open upper-story spaces,
which could easily be adapted to suit a tenant's needs.
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without adequate structural support endangered public safety. The codes of 1862 and 1866
mandated thick exterior walls, but allowed the requirement to be met in piers or buttresses,
alternating with a thinner wall between them; this mandate reflects the common system of
piers and recessed spandrels adopted for the facades of many later buildings seen in the
district. When the New York City Department of Buildings was created in the mid-1860s, it
codified terms to classify commercial buildings. "First-class" stores were large commercial
buildings of the best quality materials and included those with iron and masonry facades;
store and loft buildings that predate the mid-1860s, of which several survive in the district,
would have been classified as such.17
In the NoHo Historic District, the earlier store and loft buildings are approximately
twenty-five feet wide, a measurement which corresponds to the lot size established by the
pre-existing residential development and that was formalized in early building codes that
mandated brick partition walls every twenty-five feet. Typically five stories, these structures
were built with facades composed of a trabeated cast-iron storefront at the base and an upper
section faced in marble and incorporated changing construction technologies. During the midnineteenth century, this system consisted of cast-iron columns, aligned in rows perpendicular
to the facade, and yellow pine girders and beams, an arrangement that remains extant in
many of the buildings. The earliest store and loft buildings surviving within the NoHo
Historic District are the five-story, marble-fronted structures at 631, 633 and 635 Broadway.
They were built on speculation in 1853-54 in the Italianate style for Peter Goelet. Vertical
circulation was provided by stairs located against one of the side walls; workers moved
goods vertically through open hoist-ways and later via lifts. Many of the store and lofts were
erected with vaults under the sidewalk covered with granite slabs, prism glass, and later
concrete. Many of the vaults were altered during various subway construction projects.
Stylistically, these early store and loft buildings were influenced by the A.T. Stewart Store
(1845-46) at 280 Broadway, a designated NYC Landmark, often referred to as the "Marble
Palace," which was modeled after an Italian Renaissance palazzo. It is one of the first
American examples of the Italianate style and a turning point in the commercial architecture
of New York. Other store and loft buildings surviving from this period in the NoHo Historic
District include 645 and 647 Broadway (1858-59), built for either C. Roosevelt or Joseph
Agate, and 680 Broadway, originally an early-nineteenth-century house that was altered in
1859-60 for the East River Bank. All feature Italianate-style facades of marble.
Cast-Iron-Fronted Buildings in NoHo
The NoHo Historic District features many distinguished cast-iron-fronted buildings
built between 1858 and 1888. After the War of 1812, the use of cast iron in the United
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"Second-class" stores were rough but substantially built structures which were used
for storage, retail, and light-manufacturing, as well as butcher shops and milk depots.
"Third-class" stores were one-story shed-like buildings, most of which were located near
piers.
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States increased due to the importing of that material from Europe, where it had been in
common use since the 1770s. By 1826, iron manufacturers had been established in New
York, and in 1848 James Bogardus built the city's first cast-iron fronted building at
Washington and Murray Streets.18 In the 1850s and 60s, cast iron gained in popularity for
commercial buildings, especially in growing commercial districts like Tribeca East and
SoHo, and to a lesser extent, NoHo. Wealthy landowner and philanthropist Henry Dolan put
up the historic district's earliest surviving cast-iron-faced store and loft building in 1858 at
620 Broadway - one of the oldest cast-iron-fronted buildings in the city. The architect of this
six-story, Renaissance Revival building was John B. Snook; its cast iron was manufactured
by the D.D. Badger Company. Typical of cast-iron-fronted buildings of this period, the
facade is detailed to suggest that it is constructed of stone. Several other cast-iron-fronted
buildings survive in the district, dating mainly from the 1870s and 1880s. These include
Charles B. Wood's cast-iron-fronted warehouse at 436-440 Lafayette Street (1870-71),
designed by Edward H. Kendall in the Second Empire-style;19 and the cast-iron-fronted store
and loft building at 622-626 Broadway (1880-82), designed in the Neo-Grec style by Henry
Fembach. In 1871, the principals of the American Waltham Watch Company, Henry A.
Robbins and Daniel F. Appleton, along with W.J.A. Fuller, began construction on a row of
cast-iron-fronted, Second Empire style factory buildings with elaborate mansard roofs at 1 to
9 Bond Street, which were completed in 1873. While Nos. 7 and 9 are extant, No. 1-5 Bond
Street20 was rebuilt in a similar design in 1879-80 following a serious fire in 1877. The
building was used to produce watch cases for the company, although a section was occupied
by D. Appleton & Co., a notable book publishing firm. Nos. 1-5 and 7 were designed by
Stephen Decatur Hatch; No. 9 was by Griffith Thomas. As architectural tastes changed, cast
iron ceased to be a major facing material by the mid-1880s, but continued to be used mostly
for structural purposes and in storefront construction until the early 1900s.
Post-Gvil War Expansion
At the start of the Civil War, Broadway was lined with a combination of converted
early-nineteenth-century residences, pre-Civil War retail stores, marble and cast-iron-fronted
store and loft buildings, and assorted theaters, hotels, clubs, and halls; a handful of houses
still occupied as single-family residences and a few churches remained. Lafayette Street was
characterized by a mix of surviving grand residences and institutional buildings, while the
side streets largely retained their residential character.21 Little new construction took place
during the Civil War years while money and manpower were scarce. The largest building
18

The facade was disassembled and placed in storage in 1971 for a planned
reconstruction, but the parts subsequently disappeared.
19

In 1891, the mansard roof was destroyed by fire and replaced with a full story.
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constructed in the NoHo area during this period was the A;T. Stewart Department Store
(demolished) between Ninth and Tenth Streets. Alexander T. Stewart, a poor Irish
immigrant, opened a small retail business in 1823, which was so successful that in 1846
Stewart opened the world's first department store at 280 Broadway at Chambers Street.22
Needing to expand further, and following the movement of fashionable shopping northward,
Stewart leased a plot of land owned by Sailors' Snug Harbor and constructed the new store at
Broadway and 9th Street in 1862, designed by John Kellum. It became a shopping mecca and
the southern anchor of the "Ladies Mile" retail district.23 Occupying the entire block and
built completely of cast-iron, Stewart's "Iron Palace" was one of the largest iron structures in
the world.24
In the years after the war, however, commercialization and rebuilding in the area
intensified. New construction and further row house conversions spread to the side streets
between Broadway and Lafayette Place, and onto Lafayette Place itself, which had long lost
its luster as a fashionable residential address. By the 1870s, changing architectural tastes and
new building technologies spurred the use of more varied materials, like brick, sandstone,
and terra cotta, and the latest architectural modes, such as Romanesque Revival, French and
Italian Renaissance Revival, and neo-Grec. This resulted in ornate buildings of diverse
colors, textures, and details. Important new buildings from this period included the marblefaced W.& J. Sloane store at 649-651 Broadway (1866-72), designed by Griffith Thomas in
an ornate Italianate style; the Brooks Brothers clothing store at 668-674 Broadway (187374), an exuberant Victorian Romanesque style edifice designed by George E. Harney using a
variegated combination of brick and sandstone; and Orlando B. Potter's imposing brick and
cast-iron neo-Grec style factory and printing press at 10-20 Astor Place (1875-76), at the
southwest corner of Lafayette Place, also by Thomas. The establishment of these three
important businesses in the district attracted others to the area. W. & J. Sloane, a firm of
carpet and furniture retailers, was founded in 1843 near City Hall, and later became the bestknown and most exclusive rug store in the city. Brooks Brothers, men's clothing retailers,
opened in 1818 on the lower East Side when that area was the center of the wholesale
clothing trade. The store became known for its fine quality merchandise and was among the
first to offer both custom- and ready-made clothing. Prior to moving to 668-674 Broadway,
it occupied a building at Broadway and Grand Street. Orlando B. Potter (1823-1894), a
Massachusetts lawyer who moved to New York City in 1853, became a prominent figure in
22

a designated NYC landmark.
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The name "Ladies Mile" was retrospectively applied to the fashionable shopping
district located along Broadway from Stewart's 9th Street store to the Stern Brothers store at
23rd Street, that thrived from the late 1850s until World War I. A portion of "Ladies Mile,"
located on Broadway above Union Square and in the teens and low 20s along Fifth and Sixth
Avenues was designated a historic district in 1989.
"David B. Sicilia, "Stewart, Alexander) T(urney)," The Encyclopedia of New York
City, ed. Kenneth T. Jackson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 1123.
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New York Democratic politics. He was known for his development of a plan for a national
banking system and currency that was adopted by Congress in 1863. Potter owned prime real
estate in Manhattan, including other buildings in the NoHo Historic District.
Commercial Development in the 1880s
An economic boom beginning in the 1880s, along with improvements in freight and
passenger transportation, hastened commercial development in the NoHo area. By that time,
all forms of transportation crisscrossed the area: horse-drawn street railways and omnibuses
along the Bowery, 8th Street (then called Clinton Place), Bleecker Street, and Crosby Street.
An elevated railway on the Bowery had opened in 1878 with a station at East Houston Street
and streetcars finally came to Broadway in 1885.25 Broadway and its adjacent blocks were
further developed during these years with loft buildings, most of which were occupied by
textile warehouses, dry goods merchants, and clothing manufacturers in a continuation of the
real estate trend farther to the south in what is now SoHo. By this time, the theater district
had largely moved north to 14th Street and the many theaters that had lined Broadway a
quarter of a century earlier were gone. Lafayette Place featured several hotels, including one
which occupied several of the houses within the famed Colonnade Row. Charities serving the
poor and homeless were also moving into the neighborhood, such as the Mission of the
Immaculate Virgin, a home for orphaned newsboys, which was located on the corner of
Lafayette Place and Great Jones Street. During this period, the neighborhood became less of
a destination for diners, theatergoers, and travellers. For example, Orlando B. Potter built a
hotel at 746-750 Broadway in 1883, but converted it to manufacturing lofts within a few
years of its completion. The area was developing as a center of the printing and publishing
trades, encouraged by the presence of a number of eminent libraries, such as the Astor
Library, which completed its final expansion in 1881, and the Mercantile Library at Astor
Place. In 1888, more than twenty publishers of books, magazines, and other periodicals,
including Scribners and the Dodd, Mead & Co. were located on Broadway between Waverly
Place and 8th Street. Several more were located nearby, including G.P. Putnam's Sons,
August Brentano, E.P. Dutton & Company, and Carl Fischer, music publisher. Lafayette
Place was occupied by dozens of bookbinders, electrotypers, and stereotypers, and was the
home of the North American Review, the printers J.J. Little & Co., and the De Vinne Press,
which published the Century, a significant illustrated magazine.
The incorporation of additional cast-iron and steel supporting elements in building
construction during the 1880s produced structures that were both taller and wider. More
importantly, however, the need for thick bearing walls, buttresses, and piers was eliminated,

25

That year businesses located on Broadway included retailers and manufacturers of
hats, pocket books, and safes as well as several hotels, such as the St. Charles, Grand
Central, St. Nicholas, and the New York.
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increasing the usable space on the lower floors of buildings:26 The typical mid-block building
of this type consisted of brick end or party walls, an interior framing system that most likely
combined cast iron, steel, terra cotta, and wood elements, a facade of brick, stone or cast
iron, and a brick rear elevation.27 Many buildings of this type survive in the NoHo Historic
District. Some are distinguished examples of late cast-iron-fronted architecture, such as the
Renaissance Revival-style warehouse at 623 Broadway (1881-82), the unusual Oriental-style'
office building at 628-630 Broadway (1882-83), the neo-Grec style lofts at 654 Broadway
(1883-84) and 687-691 Broadway (1885-88), and the Northern Renaissance Revival and neoGrec style store and loft buildings at 9 and 11-19 East 4th Street (1887-88). Others display
an exemplary use of brick, stone, and terra cotta, often in innovative and exuberant
combinations in picturesque styles like Romanesque, Queen Anne, and Renaissance Revivals.
Major buildings from this period include the Romanesque Revival style Schermerhom
Building at 376-380 Lafayette Street (1888-89) by architect Henry J. Hardenbergh,28 Hatch's
picturesque Queen Anne/Romanesque Revival style Manhattan Savings Bank Building at 644646 Broadway (1889-91), the Romanesque Revival style store at 9 Great Jones Street (188990), the Renaissance Revival style warehouse at 439-441 Lafayette Street (1889-90), and
Orlando B. Potter's neo-Grec style building at 746-750 Broadway (1881-83), designed by
Starkweather & Gibbs, which features a handsome cast-iron base manufactured by the James
L. Jackson Iron Works. The handsome Romanesque Revival De Vinne Press Building, 393399 Lafayette Street at the northeast corner of East 4th Street, was designed by Babb, Cook
& Willard and built in 1885-86 for noted printer Theodore De Vinne and publisher Roswell
Smith.29 Most of these buildings were store and lofts, office buildings, or factories built on
speculation, although some were built for use by specific clients, such as the Manhattan
Savings Bank Building30 and the De Vinne Press.
The transformation of Lafayette Place was especially remarkable at this time
according to the Record and Guide, which observed in 1888: "The changes to be observed in
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The building code had required the width of brick support walls, buttresses, and
piers to taper vertically relative to the height of the building; hence, greater height resulted in
more of the ground story being occupied by supporting elements, depriving a building's
owner of a sizable portion of the most valuable floor.
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Many of the buildings on Broadway extended through the blocks with simplydetailed brick facades containing loading docks on Crosby Street and Mercer Street.
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Noted for its varied colors and squat stone columns, it is a designated NYC
Landmark.
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The building is a designated NYC Landmark.

30

The Manhattan Savings Bank occupied the ground floor of its building, renting out
its upper-story lofts; the De Vinne Press Building was built as a printing house for the
company.
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Lafayette place during the last few years seem at first thought to be quite unaccountable. A
member of the old aristocracy who inhabited that thoroughfare when its chief distinction,
after the Astor Library, was patrician dwellings of the old style would have to pinch himself
to make sure that he was awake were he now to revisit the street for the first time since his
migration uptown."31
The Booming Nineties
The pace of rebuilding within the area of the historic district was at its peak during
the 1890s, with the construction of at least thirty-five new buildings, mainly tall store and
loft buildings and warehouses. New construction technologies, such as rolled iron and steel
interior framing, curtain wall construction, and improved passenger and freight elevators
enabled the construction of buildings that were taller and fire-resistant,, with more usable
interior space. High rents for commercial and industrial space along Broadway produced the
right economic climate for the construction of larger buildings and also spurred the
development of new loft buildings on the side streets.32 The textile trades ~ silk, wool,
cotton, hosiery, underwear, knitted goods, and commission houses ~ were centered in the
area. The jobbing houses, retail specialty houses, and offices were on Broadway.
These buildings went as high as twelve or more stories. Their taller and wider facades
became more complex in design, usually organized into modular bays with a tripartite
division of a one- or two-story base, multi-story mid-section or shaft, and one- or two-story
top or crown. Typically, ornamentation was classically-inspired, influenced by the successful
World's Columbian Exposition (1893) in Chicago and the popular City Beautiful, BeauxArts, and Renaissance Revival movements. This formula provided a sense of order to facades
involving so many windows, piers, spandrels, and mullions. Many of the buildings took
advantage of corner sites, having two fully articulated facades; others extended through the
block; and some were punctuated by light courts. These large buildings with classical details
establish the unifying streetscapes that characterize NoHo today. To accommodate warehouse
and manufacturing uses, the interior spaces of these buildings were designed to be as flexible
as possible. In areas where these buildings were constructed side-by-side with the same
general height, there tends to be a uniform street wall. In many instances, the exposed side
walls rise above adjacent lower buildings. Many of these walls have been pierced by lot-line
windows.
These larger buildings often required assemblages of separately-owned lots;
speculation increased, with the ownership of smaller buildings frequently changing hands
31

Real Estate Record and Guide, Sept. 5, 1888, p. 1108.

"Between 1890 and 1898, 3.7 million square feet of store and loft space were added
on Broadway from Murray to 14th Streets, much of it in the NoHo section. A History of Real
Estate, Building and Architecture in New York City During the Last Quarter Century (1898),
127.
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several times over short periods. It was also during the 1890s that the area's early loft
buildings, built in the mid-nineteenth-century, began to be replaced by taller commercial
buildings. Sometimes the owners of the underlying land leased their properties to a secondary
party who paid for the construction of the building and retained ownership after completion.33
A great many of these buildings were constructed by developers who expected little trouble
attracting tenants after completion due to the demand for space at the time.
Several distinguished and noteworthy buildings were erected in the NoHo Historic
District during the 1890s, including architect George B. Post's Romanesque Revival style
"Schermerhom Building" (1890-91) at 696-702 Broadway, which contained a ground-level
retail store with lofts above; the Clinton Hall Association's new Romanesque Revival style
library and office building at 13-25 Astor Place (1890-92) designed by George E. Harney;
the Broadway & Seventh Avenue Railroad Company's Beaux-Arts style "Cable Building,"34
at 611-621 Broadway (1892-94) by McKim, Mead & White, with its chamfered corners
creating the transition between fully-articulated facades on Broadway, Houston, and Mercer
Streets; architect Robert Maynicke's block-long Renaissance Revival style office building at
715-727 Broadway (1894-96); Cleverdon & Putzel's slender Romanesque Revival style
warehouse at 382 Lafayette Street (1895-96); and most notably, the Bayard-Condict Building
(1897-99), a designated NYC Landmark, at 65-69 Bleecker Street, which contained lofts
above a commercial storefront; it is the only New York City building by famed Chicago
architect Louis Sullivan and one of the few nineteenth-century buildings in the district not
dressed in classical garb, but instead in organically-inspired ornamentation. The building
represents Sullivan's conviction that a skyscraper should have an elaborate base, uniform
shaft, and ornate crown. As the new century approached, the area around Broadway and
Lafayette Street above Houston Street, having already attained much of its present-day
commercial character, was lined mainly with six- to twelve-story loft buildings.
A major change in the district's street pattern occurred during that decade with the
opening of Lafayette Street between East Houston Street and Great Jones Street. In 1888, the
Record and Guide advocated that Lafayette Place be extended to join Elm Street, a major
north-south thoroughfare in lower Manhattan, to improve vehicle accessibility to the
increasingly commercial street. It took the next nine years for the city to debate the plan and
complete the property condemnations necessary to carry it out. The final plan included the
construction of New York's first subway line along Elm Street and Lafayette Place. The total
or partial demolition of many buildings located on the three blocks between East Houston
Street and Great Jones Street began in 1897. The project was completed with the opening of
the subway line after the turn of the century. The new thoroughfare incorporating Elm Street
33

One such landowner was Sailors' Snug Harbor, which leased the land it owned in
the northern section of the historic district near Astor Place for development.
34

The cable car line on Broadway was completed in 1893, with its power plant and
machinery located in the basement of this building. A few years later, the cars were
electrified. The building contained offices on its upper floors.
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and Lafayette Place was renamed Lafayette Street for its entire length. The evidence of this
street project is revealed in the exposed party-walls and oddly-shaped sliver lots found on
Lafayette Street, south of Great Jones Street. The historic district contains two buildings
whose facades were rebuilt during the Lafayette Street project in 1897. The rear section of a
store and loft building facing Crosby Street was shortened and a new main facade, designed
by Richard Berger, was constructed at 316-322 Lafayette Street. The corner warehouse at 54
Bleecker Street, originally a mid-block building located between Mulberry and Crosby
Streets, was extended to the east after the demolition of the adjacent buildings and a new
matching facade, designed by George Keister, was built facing Lafayette Street.
Post-Consolidation Growth
The consolidation of the City of New York took place in 1898. That year, the Record
and Guide detected signs of a real estate slump due to the Panic of 1893 and overbuilding in
what was called "Middle Broadway," the mercantile district located along Broadway from
Murray to 14th Streets, including what is now the NoHo Historic District. On Broadway
alone, 177 buildings contained vacant space, including lofts, stores, and offices. The rapid
production of new mercantile buildings in the previous years created an oversupply of loft
space and depressed rents. In addition, many businesses were relocating to new mercantile
areas north of 14th Street. The upper floor lofts in NoHo's older, narrower buildings were
the most affected, but rents also declined within the area's newer, more desirable loft
buildings.35 In the years that followed, however, the NoHo area experienced a turnaround.
Following consolidation, New York City had tremendous growth in population and
commerce. A city-wide building boom ensued.36 Rents and property values in the area
between Houston Street and Union Square increased, and the construction of new loft
buildings continued, with additional textile dealers and garment makers moving in.
Pivotal to the commercial stability of the district was the 1903 decision of
Wanamaker's Department Store to build an annex to its store at Broadway and 9th Street. At
a time when many department stores were relocating uptown, Wanamaker's expansion
demonstrated the retailer's commitment to the area. The store's convenient location within a
block of the Astor Place station of the new IRT subway,37 which was to begin operating in
1904, and not far from the Hudson and Manhattan Tubes (now PATH), then under
35

A History of Real Estate, Building and Architecture in New York Gty During the
Last Quarter Century (1898), 127.
"Between 1899 and 1903, construction spending per person in New York City was
greater than any other city in the country; also, the city's population increased by over
100,000 per year during that period. Real Estate Record and Guide, June 11, 1904, 1396.
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0ne other LRT station was opened in NoHo at the comer of Bleecker and Lafayette

Streets.
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construction, may have played a part in the decision. Wanamaker engaged the D. H.
Burnham & Company of Chicago to design the fourteen-story annex at 756-770 Broadway
(1903-07). Clad mostly in terra cotta, this Renaissance Revival style shopping palace
contained thirty-two acres of retail space and occupied the entire block when finally
completed.38 Other notable new buildings from this period include the Beaux-Arts style store
and loft at 4-6 Washington Place (1903-04) by architect Henri Fouchaux; the structurally
innovative store and loft building at 684 Broadway (1905) by Frederick C. Browne; the
Beaux-Arts style "Merchants Building" at 693-697 Broadway (1908) by William C. Frohne;
and the Potter Trust's Beaux-Arts style loft building at 740-744 Broadway (1910-12) by
Francis H. Kimball. AH of the buildings constructed along Broadway during this period were
between eleven and sixteen stories tall, reflecting further advancements in construction
technology and the economic viability of that street, while somewhat smaller buildings were
put up on the narrower side streets.
Commercial Decline in the Twentieth Century
After the turn of the century, commercial areas south of 14th Street began to face
increasing competition for tenants from newly-developing districts uptown. High-quality
garment makers and their suppliers preferred to locate in these areas. In 1912, the Record
and Guide reported that the area was experiencing declining rents and property values as the
lace, silk, ribbon, wool, and embroidery industries moved away in large numbers, leaving
many of the district's buildings empty.39 Part of the impetus for the move was the textile
industry's preference for locations closer to the major department stores in the Herald Square
area. Another factor was an aging building stock, and the cost involved in bringing such
buildings up to code.40 Rents had fallen twenty-five to fifty percent since 1909, and tax
38

Due to an existing binding lease that prevented demolition, the final section of the
building was not completed until 1925.
39

Real Estate Record and Guide, June 22, 1912, 1334.
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The urgent need to upgrade the buildings occurred in the aftermath of the worst
factory fire in the history of New York City, which took place in 1911 in a loft building at
the northwest corner of Washington Place and Greene Street, two blocks west of what is now
the NoHo Historic District. Over 140 women, employees of the Triangle Shirtwaist
Company, perished in the inferno. The fire occurred on the top three floors of the ten-story
building. The workers had been locked in by their employer and the building lacked an
alternate means of escape. The fire department's ladders reached only to the sixth floor and
most of the victims jumped to their deaths. One of the consequences of the fire was the
creation of the Bureau of Fire Investigation, which gave the Fire and Buildings Departments
additional powers to improve factory safety. (Donald J. Cannon, "Triangle Shirtwaist fire,"
Encyclopedia of New York City, 1199) Soon afterwards, the owners of commercial buildings
were required to make them safer for tenants and employees by providing better exiting and
additional fire-proofing. In the NoHo Historic District, buildings were made to comply, in
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assessments began to exceed market values in many instances. Newly-constructed and
recently-modernized buildings fared somewhat better, but the district was unable to compete
with new uptown locations for the best tenants. Of the approximately 17 buildings
constructed in what is now the NoHo Historic District in the years between consolidation and
1912, most date from the earlier half of the period. The majority of these buildings were
store and lofts located on Broadway.
The Broadway-Seventh Avenue BMT subway opened in 1917 with a station at
Broadway and 8th Street. That year, Wanamaker's Department Store, which had expanded
its presence in the district a decade earlier with the construction of a large annex following
the opening of the IRT subway on Lafayette Street, constructed a reinforced-concrete garage,
repair shop, and warehouse at 726-730 Broadway (1917-19). This seven-story building,
which extended through the block to Lafayette Street, contained over 231,000 square feet of
space.41 Several Greek Revival style town houses on Lafayette Street, which were part of
Colonnade Row, were demolished for the new Wanamaker building, which the Win. Steele
& Sons Co. designed with two vaguely neo-Classical style facades, perhaps in homage to the
old buildings it replaced. Few additional commercial buildings were constructed in the
NoHo Historic District in the period just prior to World War I. One of these, the store and
loft building at 383-389 Lafayette Street (1913), also called the Hubbs Building, was only
four stories, reflecting the area's fading fortune.
The slide continued after the war. Loft floors were either subdivided for occupancy
by sweatshops, or small industrial manufacturers, used for storage, or left empty; many of
the converted houses became industrial workshops; several loft buildings in the southeast
section of the neighborhood were razed in 1920 for the widening of Houston Street.42 The
economic boom of the 1920s somewhat improved the occupancy rate in the district, but the
quality of the tenants remained below that of previous decades. Although music publisher
Carl Fischer constructed a twelve-story store and printing press building in 1922-23,
expanding the firm's presence on Cooper Square, and Wanamaker's finally completed the
Broadway section of its annex in 1925, most other 1920s construction was far less ambitious,
typically one-story commercial buildings like the row of stores at 55-63 Bleecker Street
(1929) that are often referred to as "taxpayers." Many of these "taxpayers" replaced
deteriorated early-nineteenth-century houses, which had been long converted to commercial
use and which contained the area's least rentable spaces.
part, by the installation of fire escapes at the front and rear of the buildings. Usually made of
wrought iron, some of these fire escapes are elaborately detailed, while others are not. They
are a unifying feature of the district.
"'Three stories were added to the building c.1980.
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In 1936, the IND subway built a line under this section of Houston Street with a
station at Lafayette Street.
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